
Workshop Topic 
Productivity Techniques

I thought it would be a good idea 
to start the new year making 
sure that you are using the best 
techniques for productivity. 

Look through these techniques 
to make sure that you are getting 
the best that you can from your 
investment. 

c a d s u p p o r t o n l i n e . c o m  issue 0801 

Welcome to this issue of the cadsupportonline user group. This manual is designed to work like a user group meeting. There 
usually is a main workshop topic, then a page of general questions and answers, finally 2 extended movies showing tips or 
techniques. For this special issue there is no Q & A page, nor are there extended podcasts, because of all the movies of 
the productivity tools.
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If you draw with objects you can also find out the 
areas of objects. If you draw a house plan with 
lines, you can’t find out the area of the house 
easily. If you draw a house outline with rectangles 
and add them together then it is easy to find the 
house area, just look at the Object Info Palette, the 
area will be displayed at the bottom. 

2. 2D Selection tool
cadmovie116

It May seem strange to have this one in the list. After all, don’t we all use 
the 2D selection tool? Well, we do, but do we use it correctly, or do we 
know what you can do with it?

If you look at the Tool bar you will notice a series of options. In 
VectorWorks 12 you have some options, in VectorWorks 2008 you have 
more options.

I thought it would be good to start this year showing you the things that 
you should be doing, regardless of the version you are using. The idea is 
to show you several productivity techniques. These are things that you 
should be doing, if you are not using these techniques you will increase 
your productivity and I believe that you will enjoy using VectorWorks.

These Tools and techniques are not in any special order, but I did try to 
group them together.

1. Draw With Objects
cadmovie115

If you draw with objects (rectangles, 
polygons circles and so on) you will be 
quicker. For example to draw a rectangle 
with 4 lines will 8 clicks. To create the 
same shape with the rectangle tools will 
take 2 clicks. This may not sound like 
much but very click you can save will 
save you time. Even if I have to draw 2 
parallel lines I often use a rectangle. 

It is easier to make a complex shape out 
of two simple shapes, then add them 
together. This only works if you are 
drawing with objects. 

P r o d u c t i v i t y  T e c h n i q u e s

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1604
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1602
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This mode prevents all reshap-
ing. Use this mode if you want 
to be able to move an object 
without accidentally reshap-
ing it. 

This mode is my favorite. You 
can reshape one object, but 
if you select more than one 
object you can only move the 
objects, you can’t accidentally 
reshape them. 

This mode allows you to 
reshape all objects. I don’t use 
this very often. 

This is a mode I change a lot. 
It allows you to drag symbols 
into or out of a wall. When you 
really don’t want your objects 
(like a fridge or cupboard) to 
go into the wall, turn this mode off. 

For selecting object try out 
these different modes. If you 
are used to the first mode, try 
the last mode, this allows you 
to draw a polygon to select 
objects. Everything inside the 
polygon gets selected. 

I usually leave this mode on, 
it connects the walls together. 
When you drag a wall, all the 
connected walls update.

3. Tool Bar Shortcuts 
cadmovie117

While we are talking about the tool bar, there are keyboard shortcuts, hot 
keys really, to change you Tool bar options. The U, I O and P keys on the 
keyboard will change the options on the Tool bar. The U key changes the 
options for the first group of modes, the I key for the second group of 
mode and so on. This makes it fast and easy to change modes. 

When you learn these shortcuts, you will find it easier and quicker to 
change the modes on all the tools, especially the 2D Selection tool. 

4. Drag A Copy
cadmovie118

This is a very fast way to copy objects. I know you can use the Duplicate 
command, or you can use the keyboard shortcut, but with this method 
you create the copy and drag the object to the correct location. With the 
Duplicate command you will still have to move the command to the 
correct location. 

This method is easy and fast. You drag 
the object you want to copy, and you 
hold down the modifier key. When you 
release the mouse button, you have a 
duplicate. The modifier keys are:

Macintosh : Option key

Windows : ctrl key

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1606
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1608
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5. Add Surface/Clip Surface
cadmovie119

I use the add surface and clip surface 
a lot. If you want to make a complex 
shape the easiest way to do is to make 
some simple shapes using the rectan-
gle and circle tool, then use the Add 
Surface or Clip Surface command.  

Since VectorWorks 12.5, these 
commands work with all the path-
based objects like spaces, hardscapes, 
ceiling grids, floors, and so on. These 
commands make it really fast to edit 
these objects. 

These commands are another reason 
for you to draw with objects. These 
commands only work with objects. 

6. Use The Right Mouse Button
cadmovie120

If you have a one button mouse, throw it away. A 
two button mouse with a scroll wheel is the way to 
go. There are so many commands and setting you 
can access with the right mouse click. Start using it 
now. You might notice that the last technique used 
the right mouse click to choose Add Surface. 

When you right mouse click on an object you will 
get a contextual menu that change depending on the 
object you click on, and whether you click on an 
object at all. If you click on a viewport you get some 
menu choices. 

If you right mouse click away from everything 
you get different choices, choices about document 
settings mainly. 

Think seriously about these context menus as you 
read the technique about editing your workspace. 
You can add commands to the right mouse click 
menus.

7. Zoom With the Scroll Wheel
cadmovie121

Zooming in and out is much easier with the scroll wheel on your mouse. 
If you mouse does not have a scroll wheel, throw it away and get one 
with a scroll wheel. You’ll be more efficient straight away. 

8. 2D Reshape Tool
cadmovie122

This tool is used for so many things. You can 
reshape a polygon, sure, that is what this tool is 
for. 

You can use the 2D Reshape tool to reshape 
more than one object. In this example you can 
select a rectangle and the lines. 

Use the 2D Reshape tool to drag a marque 
around a corner. Click inside the marque to drag 
the marque. Any end points inside the marque 
are edited. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1610
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1612
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1615
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1618
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You can also use this tool to reshape a roof. 
Select the roof first. Then select the 2D Reshape 
tool. You will notice that the handles on the roof 
change. 

Check the Tool bar before you start. There 
are several mode you can use. The plus sign 
adds handles, which you could use to add roof 
planes, If you choose the first mode, you can 
move handles without adding a roof plane.

Move the roof plane out to suit. Click to stop. 
The roof will update.

9. Eye Dropper
cadmovie123

If you need to copy the attributes from one object to another then use this 
tool. It can copy the line weight, line style or all the attributes from one 
object to another. 

If the object is a wall, you can copy the wall style form one wall and 
apply it to another wall. You can copy the wall thickness, the class, or the 
graphic style. 

If the object is a Plug-in object, like a door or window, you can copy the 
parameters (door sizes and style) and apply it to another door. 

10. Objects From Polyline
cadmovie124

I think it is magic when I use this command. This command will turn 
your polygon, polyline or any closed object into another object. 

If you VectorWorks Landmark you 
can use this command to make roads, 
hardscapes, landscape walls and many 
other landscape features. 

The command is on the Modify Menu. 

When you choose this command you get this 
dialog box. You choose the type of object you 
want to make. 

VectorWorks turns your polygon or 
polyline into the type of object you 
have selected. 

If you VectorWorks Architect you can 
use this command to make spaces, 
walls, roads and many other architec-
tural features. 

If you add this command to your right mouse click it becomes very easy 
to find and quick to use. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1620
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1624
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11. Align/Distribute
cadmovie125

For lining up text, lining up symbols, 
or distributing things. I use this 
command. You select the items you 
want to use, then choose the command 
from the Modify Menu. 

Choose the objects to align. Choose 
Align/Distribute from the Modify 
Menu.

Choose the settings and click on the OK button. 

VectorWorks will align all the selected objects. 

Choose a 2D Locus when you are 
aligning objects.

VectorWorks will use the 2D locus as 
the point to align to. 

12. Set Your Preferences
cadmovie126

The preferences in 
VectorWorks can be set 
to suit you the user. Some 
people find it faster to click 
and drag to draw an object. I 
find it easier to click to start, 
then click to finish. This is a 
preference we can choose. 

There are several preferences 
to choose from. They are 
organized on different tabs 
when you edit the preferences. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1626
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1628
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You can choose options that 
make VectorWorks more enjoy-
able to use.

These are my settings, but they 
will not suit everyone. Try them 
out, see if you like the way 
VectorWorks behaves for you.

The Autosave function is 
really valuable. I’ve got it set 
up to save 5 backup copies of 
the project I’m working on. 
VectorWorks will save these 
backups to the folder I’ve speci-
fied. This is a local folder, but 
the original drawing is saved 
over the network to the correct 
location. If anything goes wrong 
I have 5 backups I can go back 
to.

13. Set the Tool Preferences
cadmovie127

Nearly every tool as preferences for the tools. If you select a tool, say a 
door, then edit the preferences for the door, every door you place in the 
drawing will be the same. This can save you a lot of aggravation, it will 
save you a lot of time trying to edit every door... 

The last button on the Tool bar is the 
preferences. Next time you use a tool, 
check the preferences for that tool. 

The door is just an example. 
When you click on the prefer-
ences you get a dialog box for 
editing the door. 

When I get a new version of 
VectorWorks, the first thing 
I do is to go through all the 
tools and check the prefer-
ences. Then I set all the 
preferences to suit the way I 
like to draw. 

Be warned, setting the tool preferences only works in one file. If you 
change files you might find the tool preferences have changed to 
something different. Look at the next topic about creating a template. If 
you set your tool preferences in a template file, you will not have to set 
them again, saving you about 20 mins on each new project. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1630
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14. Create a Template
cadmovie128

A template file is a starter file. It is the file you use to get started on a 
project. Ideally, your template file would include standard layers, classes 
and some common symbols like your tile block. It should be setup 
with the correct page, and it might even have common sheet layers and 
viewports already in place. As you draw the building the sheet layers 
would fill in for you. That could save you lots of time on each project. 

15. Constraints (Snaps)
cadmovie129

The constraints (snaps) must be used if you want to snap to an object or 
use the smart points. 

There are 8 constraints (snaps) 
that can use used. I tend to use 
these 4 all the time. They give 
me enough control without 
doing too much.

I find some of the constraints (snaps) troublesome, and I find some to 
be useful. For example, I never use the Snap to Grid, but on the odd 
occasion I turn on the smart edge or the tangent snaps. If you turn all the 
constraints on, you will find VectorWorks gives you too many options, 
too many snaps and helpful guide lines. 

Using the hot keys (the letter in the brackets) will turn the constraints on 
or off. I nearly always turn the constraints on or off using the hot keys. 
If you learn the hot keys, you will not have to have the constraint palette 
open. 

16. Floating Datum
cadmovie130

This technique is a function of the smart points constraint. It allows you 
to set a temporary datum (floating datum), then measure from this datum. 
After you have used the datum, it goes away. That is why I say that this is 
a temporary datum. It’s only good for one use. 

Move to a point you want to use as a datum. Use the G key on your 
keyboard. 

Depending on your 
VectorWorks 2008 Floating 
Data bar settings, hit the tab 
key twice. 

Type in the distance you want. 
Hit the tab or enter key. The 
guide line is the exact distance 
you type in. 

.

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1632
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1634
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1636
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17. Navigation Palette
cadmovie131

This palette was a fantastic improvement in 
VectorWorks 12. It allows you to change visibil-
ity of layers and classes, change view options 
for design layers, classes, sheet layers viewports 
and saved views, create, edit and design layers, 
classes, sheet layers viewports and saved views. 

Using the right mouse click on the Navigation 
Palette gives you access to a menu. This can be 
used to create, edit, duplicate, delete and so on. 
I keep this palette open all the time now. I have 
been using so often I forgot where the class 
button was the other day, it had been so long 
since I used it. 

If you use your modifier key (option for 
Macintosh, alt for Windows) when click in the 
layer or class visibility, it will turn all design 
layers or classes to that option. For example, 
hold down the modifier key, click on the invis-
ible column for classes and all the classes will 
be turned to invisible. 

18. Repetitive Unit Tool
cadmovie132

This is a great tool for placing repeti-
tive objects like joists, purlins and 
weatherboards. The tick with this 
tool is to create your symbols with 
the correct orientation, then store the 
symbols in the correct folder. 

All the weatherboards are part of the 
same object. To place all these weath-
erboards takes a few clicks.

You can use the Repetitive 
Unit too to place purlins and 
rafters. Here is a typical situa-
tion. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1639
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1641
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With the correct symbol you 
can place all the purlins with a 
few clicks. 

If you get the wrong spacing, 
you can use the Object Info 
Palette to adjust the spacing 
between the symbols. 

19. Linear Material Tool
cadmovie133

This a useful tool for drawing your 
details. You can sue it for any linear 
material like plywood, gib board and 
so on. You could also use it for steel 
roofing in section. I used to use rectan-
gles for this type of object, but I find it 
quicker to use the Linear Material tool. 

You can change the material and thick-
ness quickly using the Object Info 
Palette.

The Linear Material tool works well 
with corners. If you use a rectangle, 
you have to draw two rectangles and 
add them together at corners, not with 
the Linear Material tool. It’s a path 
based object and it can turn corners.

20. Offset Tool
cadmovie134

So useful for offsetting object you 
should be using this tool all the time. 
It can offset a selected object, or it can 
be used to click  on the object to offset. 
You can even offset walls with this 
tool. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1643
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1645
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Offsetting walls with the Offset Tool 
makes it quick to set up a building 
plan. Offset all the walls you need.

Then use the wall join tool to make the 
plan neat. 

20. Connect/Combine Tool

cadmovie135

Use this tool to join lines and extend 
lines.

I you use this tool with the modifier 
key, it extends all selected lines.

21. Split Tool

cadmovie136

This tool works on 2D objects and 3D 
objects. If you use this tool with the 
modifier key it only splits the selected 
objects. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1647
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1649
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21. Custom Selection Command
cadmovie137

Use this command to select a specific 
type of information, say all the text on a 
certain layer, or all the lines on a certain 
class. 

22. Custom Tool/Attribute
cadmovie138

Use this command to make yourself 
tools. This will make simple tools and 
you don’t need to have any VectorWorks 
or computer programming skills. 

Set your default attributes, text and tool 
you want to use. Use the Custom Tool/
Attribute command from the Tool Menu. 

Choose the options. When you click on 
the OK button VectorWorks makes your 
custom tool. 

23. Use Walls And Wall Styles
cadmovie139

If you have VectorWorks 
Architect, you should wall 
styles. They will make it 
much quicker to draw walls. 
An important issue here is, 
if you have well set up wall 
styles, you can stop think-
ing about the technology of 
the wall (width, height, color, 
texture and so on) and you 
can concentrate on the design 
of the building. 

The wall styles will control 
the class assignment of the 
walls, again, so you can 
concentrate on the design 
rather then the technology. 

Using wall styles makes it 
easy to create your plans with 
the graphic style you like.

Wall styles automatically 
put your walls on the correct 
classes. This makes it easy to 
set up your drawings. If you 
use a template with viewports 
in them, the walls will 
show up only in the correct 
viewports. 

http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1651
http://learn.archoncad.com/?p=1653
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24. Data Stamp

I don’t use this object very 
often but several of my 
clients use this. It is useful for 
placing an object that tells you 
the date, time and file name. If 
you update the object before 
you print you have a stamp 
with the date and time. 

25. Use Layers And Classes
Layers and classes are so important to making up your drawings. Think 
of layers and classes as being the techniques that allow you to organise 
information. 

This picture might help you 
to figure out when it is best to 
use classes and when it is best 
to use layers. 

There are some situations 
where it is easier to use layers 
to create drawings, and some 
situations where it is better to 
use classes. 

Issue 0709 covered this topic in details. If you need help, go through 
this issue. If you are a recent subscriber, go to the download page and 
download the back issues.  

29. Build A Library   
A library is fantastic for keeping all your commonly used symbols 
together. It means you the things you want are where they are easy to 
find. 

Issue 0703 covered this topic in details. If you need help, go through 
this issue. If you are a recent subscriber, go to the download page and 
download the back issues.

30. Customise VectorWorks To Make It Faster

I’m a great fan of customizing VectorWorks. I believe that customizing 
VectorWorks will make it faster for you. Here’s an example, I use the 
Objects From Polyline on a regular basis. I have edited my workspace 
to add this command to the right mouse click. When I want to use this 
command I right mouse click on the object I want to use and there is the 
command I want. 

Here is another example, I have changed my tool sets substantially. I have 
moved the tool set around and added tools I’ve written or gotten off the 
internet.

If you have the time, you can learn to make your own tools. I know it 
sounds hard, but believe me, the time you will save from creating your 
own tools will be amazing.  

31. Use VectorWorks  Every Day
You would be surprised how much you forget in a few days. I have some 
clients that do not use VectorWorks for a month. Then they forget all the 
effective techniques I’ve shown them. Use VectorWorks all the time. If 
you don’t need to use it everyday make sure that try exercises, read a 
blog, watch a youtube movie or a podcast about VectorWorks. It will keep 
up your skills. 
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I know someone that uses VectorWorks for making business cards, 
another that uses VectorWorks for making posters. They use VectorWorks 
all the time, even for page layout.

32. Keep Your VectorWorks Up To Date
VectorWorks is updated frequently, you should check the VectorWorks 
web site to check for updates (http://www.nemetschek.net/downloads). 

If you are using VectorWorks 12, the latest version is 12.5.3. If you are 
using VectorWorks 2008 the latest version is Service Pack 2. 

I have some clients that complain about how VectorWorks is behaving. 
When I check it turns out that they have an old version of VectorWorks. 
Their problem was fixed by one of the updates and if they updated they 
could have saved themselves a lot of trouble. 

33. Sharpen The Saw (Keep Learning)
Stephen R Covey  wrote an excellent book called 7 Habits of Highly 
Effective People. In this book he explains 7 habits that highly effective 
people use. Habit #7 is Sharpen the Saw. Take time out to learn more, 
attend user group meetings, read this manual, read blogs and watch 
podcasts. 

Keep your hardware up to date. I’ve met people that install VectorWorks 
on old computers and then they complain about how slow it is. Keep your 
computers up to date. They get about 2X faster every 18mths. So, plan to 
upgrade your computers every 18-24 months. 


